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ON THE ROAD TO A BI-''IEEKLY NEWS & LETTERS: 

INTRODUCTION 

Hello •. It '.s a good d~y to go traveling into the ideas of rev
olutionary journalism; We have a very exciting but ve·ry challeng
ing. road toward a bi.;.weekly News & Letters. It is an exciting road 
because we; _are. r<ilaching out toward a new· moment· in Mariclst-Humanist 
revolut~onary journalism. As I stated to the Resident· Editorial 
Uoard: "How _many times have w~ gotten a story in the heat of b"ttle' 
on the picket_ tine and had to wa:i.t and wait for its appearance in' 
our. paper so that •.o~e could retum ·~it:h ·the workers'· own story back 
to. the .line? How many times when th~re has been a moment of revolu~ 
tionary activity or of counter-revolution in central America or··in 
the. u.s. and we wanted to be able to share our analysis with readers 
and ended. up having to waif three or more weeks before being able 
to do' so?" . . . . 

It is a challenging road because the kind of reorganization we 
need to undergo tests us in so many··w;~ys -- as elicitors, as 'a-iters, 
as speakers,_as dist~ibutors, as fundraisers. In short as projec
tors of Marxist-Humanism. Again to the REB I ·noted: "How many 
times have we said, acy,'I am glad we are a monthly· so that .we· don't 
have to say something·on such and such a situation without a lot 
more time to think about it? How many times have those who are 
responsible for a monthly column fourid 'themselves searching' for a 
topic or unable to fully work out a~· column or article to meet the 
deadline?. How many who have been most intimately involved in the 
tasks of 'preparing· for a mailing, wanted only relief before the 
next mail_ing week? 'liow many times have we tooked at the office 
floor three and four. weeks after a· paper has come out and still 
seen stacks of newspapers left?" 

.Today let's begin working out that challenge by viewing forms 
of revolutionary journalism that have been developed or that ·'we 
are proposing be developed in preparing· for a bi-,.eekly Ne1~s & 

Letters. 

I. WHAT THE_30 YEARS RETROf'PECTIVE OF~ REVEALS ABOUT. THE 
PROJECTED BI-WEEKLY 

It is no accident that Raya • s "Retrospective look· at 30 years 
of N&L",. far· from being only an .-nniversary celebration, has become 
a point of departure for the projected bi-weekly ~· A look at 
the structure of Part I, its four moments or· sections will help us 
grasp this. The birth of N&L "when McCarthyism was still raging" 
has.~ts parallel in our proposal to expand to a bi-weekly Under 
Reagariism. The parallelism is not merely the reactionary nature 
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of both McCarthy and Reagan. Reaganism is actual state power with 
a hand on the nuclear gun. No, the parallel I t~C~nt to spe~k about 
is the revolutionary banner we were willing to unfurl during Mccar
thyism, and an understanding of the kind of banner we are unfurling 
today, after 30 years of publishing N&L. 

Despite :the bleakness of the early 1950s in terms of any on
going mass movement in America, our raising of a revolutionary ban-. 
ner .was· intimately tied to the objective situation, both its harsh
ness and the· rev'!lutionary subjectivity we saw inherent within it. 
Look again at those seven dimensions that Raya said.~nifested our 
uniqueness f~;om the beginning and you t-till see both. the forces of 
revolution in America-who we were determined should have a voice 
in our pages and .. a beginnj.ng of our wnrk to bring out the Self
Determination of· the Idea. Marxist-HUmanism refused from its birth 
to separate these two.. "Two Worlds", with its 'first column nn "Let
ter writing and the new passions" was a manifestation of this refu
sal. The objective situation we had in mind was not only the im
mediate of McCarthyism but the historically objective of the whole 
age; and this on two levels: 1) the opening of a new post-World 
War II e-poch that we characterized as "a movement from practice 
that is itself a form of theory": and 2) what we then character
ized as the void in the Marxist movement since the death of Lenin 
and what we now have further developed as the entire domain of 
post-Marx Marxism beginning with Engels. Thus the unfurlino:r of 
a banner by the practice of revolutionary journalism in founding 
a new newspaper was inseparable from the decision to project 
Marxism anew in book form in Marxism and Freedom. 

Today with the concept of a bi-weekly N&L we are again test
ing new moments in·the objective situation and new moments in how 
we have been developing Marxist-Humanist philosophic categories. 
The philosophic moment we expressed in Rosa Luxemburg, Women's 
Liberation and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution is that nf post
Marx Marxism. The practice of that philosophic moment occurs very 
much as a battle of ideas. That is certainly what we wish to do 
both in writing about the objective/sUbjective events in our bi
weekly and in projecting the totality nf this paper tn others we 
meet. 

In the second section of the 30 year retrospective, Raya takes 
up the new threat from the objective situation of nee-fascism with 
De Gaulle's coming to pow~r, and the birth of a whole new Third 
World. Other independent Marxiats failed to comprehend both of 
these dimensions. It became proof that state-capitalist theory 
without Marxist-Humanism was no great divide, no matter where in 
the world·it was propounded. 

This coming year we will be embarking on a series of trips 
nationally and internationally. And while there is no substitute 
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for the ·founder of Marxist-Humanism's undertaking the internationa 1 
trip she did in· 1959, 'lhen she posed to other state-capitalist think
ers 'the whole of. Marxist-Hum~nism, there· is also no doU})t that those 
who do go on trips in the period ahead will have the whole body of 
ideas with them -- the trilogy of revolution in Spanish and in 
English,. and· the. newest .book. Our renewed extension of Marxist,.. 
Humanism to Appalacia, to Mexico, to Spain ~nd to India can in 
turn have ramifications for the coming bi-weekly. For if we are 
able to meet new contacts and solidify old.relations in this trip 
in such a way that we est'ablish pathways· forward toward full Marxist
Humanism by individuals internationally, then there is no doubt that 
1~e would have a new kind of international writing for the pages of 
~ from Latin· America, Europe and Asia, as well as Appalacia. 

What is crucial to grasp trom the section on "The Turbulent 
1960s, a· Crit·ir,{Ue" is b1o-fold: · ·1)., .Marxist-Humanism's full parti
cipatibn · iri those events from· Black;· to youth/ to national ·and in
ternational: and 2) ·our r~ll participation encompassed critique and 
projection. We were constantly searching out new forms to do this 
most especially our pamphlets from l'forkers Battle ·Automation and 
Freedom Riders Speak for Themselves,· to American .civilization on 
Trial' and Czechoslovakia, new additions to Marxism and Freedom 
focusing on Mao, .. and a riew form -of publishing·--- the Weekly Poli
ticai 'Letters beginning in 1962. 

Here in the mid-l980s, we natural'ly want to be full partici
pants in the freedom struggles -- and the conception of a bi-weekly 
N&L allows us to be participants in a manner that we haven't had 
a chance:to do'·before.· But it is a 1;>articipat-ion that even more 
intensel1hthan we -were able to achieve in the 19608', will have the 
historic-globa 1-phl.losophic frNnework · that· Marxist-Humanism during 
~hese·three decades has helped to bring forth. 

The fourth section of this retrospective look at "The divide 
bet1~een 'the philosophy. of l~arxist-Humanism and the thinking that 
thlCitlry can be caught en· route • • • ".is not only of 1968-69, but 
the ·whole pedod from· the mid-·l960s to the eve of Philosophy and 
Revolution. The emphasis here ·~as on ~~hat Marxist-Humanism was 
projecting throughout this period as revolutionary events were 
yes, unfolding, but:also·abortinq·not only through capitalist 
counter-revolution; but as ·~ell .·from within the revolution with 
philoscpny as the missing link. ''!l'his section gives one a new way 
of·lookinl] at the 1960s, not only·aS.the activism of the movement, 
but· what ·.the spe'cific, unique~ historic praxis of News and Letters 
Conunittees· was;. 

As we approach the bi-weekly in the 1980s, we again need to 
rethink what is' that specific Marxist,-Humanist contribution so that 
we ·see' tllis bi-wee'kly, as not merely a· radical group ,deciding to 
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publish more often, but w~ys in which the activism and thought of 
the movement and the activism of Marxist-Humanist philosophy as 
expressed by News and Letters committees can be manifested within 
the p11ges of a bi-weekly. 

Let's move to another ·form of practicing revolutionary jpurnal-· 
ism on the road to a bi-weekly. 

II. IN THE WORKSHOP OF REVOLUTIONARY JOURNALIS!-1: TWO POINTS OF 
DEPARTURE 

Let's constitute ourselves as a Philosophical-Technical Com
mittee and begin to put out the October issue of our newspaper. 

1) What is new? Women's Liberation and the Dialectics of 
Revolution: Reaching· for the FUture. Most of us saw ·it for ·the 
first time as a printed, bound book in the last couple of days. 
This book is certainly going to be page one in the October issue, 
But we need to make it a lot more as well. How are we going to 
make our readers feet that this book is not alone page nne, but the 
very being of our p&per's 12 pages? How are we goiilq to make the 
new of what this book is and 'an advertisement for this book one. 
How are we going to convey its newness as dialectics of .revolution, 
as women's liberation? In sum, hoo~ are t4e going to make our read
ers feel that if they 'do buy this book they are indeed reaching for 
the future? 

Here are some suggestions: Perhaps we could link three dif
ferent parts of the paper together on the book. On page one,. we. 
could have a picture of the book and an order blank but with a 
special banner referring to more on the book on the inside pages, 
Second, a special spread on pages 6-7 which would fe~ture brief 
excerpts from each of the four parts along with pictures that t#OUld 
depict each part, perhaps a special section on Raya as author .or 
auotes of an interview with her, and again an order form. Third, 
a section within Readers' Views on first reactions to the new book. 
Here, we as sellers, as founders of Marxist-Humanism have a very 
special job of projection. Within the·next two. weeks can we_have 
conversations with people we sell the book to, or deliver pre-publi
c:otion order eopies to, maybe not. about all the content, but. may-. 
be even why they wanted the book, what they were looking forward 
to in.reading it, --all of which can become the heart of this sec
tion.:· And of course, we need to be. thinking ·about Women's Libera
tion and the Dialectics of Revolution as a continuing section of 
Readers' Views. 

This is only the barest of beginnings. For in truth,· sell~ng, 
working with, projecting the new book all as founders of Marxist
Humanism is precisely on the road to a bi-weekly. Bow else can we 

~ ' •. 
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hope to meet the new re~ders, the new writers for, ,the new finan
cial contri'!lutors for, such a bi-t'ieekly. Indeed it is the pathway 
for' meeting the new members ci£ this Marxist-Humanist· organization, 
wh'i'_,w~li,.joi)i ~s, in ·ba_ing 'the 'sustainers of this new moment of· 
re~ollitiona'r:y JOurnalism iii alFits· dimensions •. · · 

>.:,:i·.·· .-. --.-:' •""< .. : ··:·,. • • . • , .-. .• ; ·• • 

2i Wfia't' iS riew? .. MarXist-Humanist Perspectives;. 1985-86. Yes
terday, we'"iieard'thoiie 'Perspectives :and we· are··faced with· the task 
of woi:'king .. oul:' whii€··we excerpt· in our paper ·for 'the ·October issue. 
Is- it· sou~l\.· ~rrica? MOst prob"'b ly ··yes, though.·•~e· ·cannot. knot~:· for 
sure fo~''<:~iiotlier'coup1ecof' weelts. But· we need to grasp, 11ith all 
the hun:dreos''of thousands Of words ·spoken and written about south. 
Africi!i'·wfi:H:· is it'that· is so precious about the-few pages of 
t:Yt>esci::iPt \fe wiii be sending· in- to thee printer. Just take a second 
look at .. the'i:itle for·this section on Part I: ''Hitler's visage in 
apari:'hldd· South. Africa shaws the ·future· the. rulers have in store 

• -· ,..., , , r . .., "'· . .-
for all· ·of uS'"~ Immei'Ulitely you ·see' that south Africa is not some,-
thirtg over 'there, but '·the future on horne. ground. Nbw. look in more 
del;·a·il at thoae 'pages to see how· the Perspectives reaches back in 
sduth Africa's hilltory to ·1905: and the' great Zulu Rebellion,· and 
thii.t 1905'' extends from the Russ ion Revolution to Iran and to China· 
as well as southern Africa. See hat~ it brings forth the ideology 
of Black consciousness out of Pan-Africanism, and how it presents 
the new epoch of struggles that emerged in the 1950s as not only 
in Europe ··and ln America, but .emerging in South; Africa, here quot-:; ·, 
ing Tabata • s "ddress to the Society of. Young Africa in 1951. Or 
see hat~ forces of revolt emerge in South Africa as the strikes of 
the· womEin'"in 1956 against the introduction of passes for· women·, and 
then the 'bus bOycOtt," and ethan follet<ied .with 1960 and tbo;!· Sharpe-.. · 
'vill?e "Massacre' and the 70s of first· ·soweto with Black south: African 
youth ana then of the proletariat with· the Black trade unions •... 

. . , •. .-

·so ·here we have our article on the :latest headlines and one 
sees it within the historic·context of south Africa, in the global 
context ·of rev6lutions/counter-i:'evolutions of our era of post
Wor.l.d War. II as a new e>;>och, on the cdifferent· moments being also 
marlted ·by' diverse ideological currents,. of continually new emerg
ing force·s of revolution. · The newness of what Marxist-Humanist 
revoluf;ionary journalism means presenting such a total·ity, and 
pre'senfing it. as emerging new beginnings in thought as well ·as 
in action •. _, 'And that that emerging new thought is Marxist.,-Humanist 
ptiflosc!phy as well as the movement ·.from below. 

; -- - ' 

And the'il we might·want ·to combine those pages on what is new 
in ~outh Africa in this historic, global, philosophic context with 
an excerpt from the fin~l section on "Marxist-Humanist Tasks as 
we keep··an eye on the world objective situatiOn". Perhaps excerpts 
trcim •u.;conling· practicil\g dialecticians with a new. type of classes 
as:·woritshopa both in theory and in practice• or from:"'rhe process 
of becoming practicing dialecticians in the 30 year long march. to 

l_Jt , ' 
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the Marx centenary tour with Rli'ILKM in hand." 

These two points· of departure on what is new I hope ca.n hel.P 
us think about the workshops that we will be havi!lg beginning in 
January. What is new is not alone the latest headline,. but .. indeed,. 
we are always asking how the headline new is unseparated from what: 
is the historically new of our epoch and the philosophic new of 
our' age, So what is new means underst;anding·tbat we a~ Marxist-. 
Humanists are a crucial part of the new .for our· age .•. !!t.are ne~s 
just as much as any· other news. And it is this full bociied. qimen
sion of. what. is new· in all aspects,. including j:hat of .~;1tist,... , ..... 
Humanism, that will be the focal point for the workshops-.to-be .. 
on the road to a bi-weekly. one more point -- the deadline '£or 
the October issue is September 18th •. What would allow Ul! ~o develop 
these two concrete points -- the new book and this year's Perspec
tives -- as well as any of .today' s headlines, be it S()Utll. Africa o;r 
Nicaragua or an ongoing steel strike in the Midwest, int9 f~ll ~ark
shops of revolutionary journalism is the philosophic framework we. 
situate them in. In order to help us do that, I.would.like to turn 
to philosophic developments within our Perspectives· Theses over. the 
last decade. These Perspectives Theses can.·serve as mediation for 
revolutionary journalism today. · 

III. PERSPECTIVEl:' THESES : THE 'UNDIGESTED VANTAGE POINT FOR 
MARXIST-HUMANIST JOURNALISM: 

Every year for the past three decades Marxist-Humanists have 
entered into a dialogue on the ongoing objective-subjective events 
that have taken place globally in the fom of Draft. and. FUll·Perspec
tives. Having recently written a disc.ussion articlE! and a name .• 
place, event index for the last decade's t4orth of Perspectives; · 
both of which will be issued after this year's P.lenum, I wa.s al-
most overwhelmed with the wealth of IJill.terial covered. Here, I 
want to limit 1tr:f presentation to a short discussion of the .. way:: ., 
philosophy is presented from the Marxist-Humanist Perspectives~ 
a way in which leaps in cognition are tied to. objective/subject~ve 
events. · Perspectives Theses have spoken to, indeed challenged, · 
how we as Marxist-Humanists have practiced di<llectics •. (Let me 
say parenthetically that this long letter on dialectics is addre.s
sed not just to ourselves, but to the whole revolutionary ~e.ft. 
But it is ourselves I am concentrating on here.) That ls, .. just .as 
Marxist-Humanism is analyzing, testing, the objective/subjective 
events of the day, it is challenging itself to follow out the Self
Determination of the Idea. The single dialectic of action and. 
thought is tested right within our own existence. A silllple list
ing of Perspectives Thesis by the title of its philosophic.section 
would show how they characterized the consciousness of and,the work
ing out of that single dialectic as Marxist-Humanism's unique con
tribution. 
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Our discussion of a methodology of Marxist-Humanist Perspep7 .. 

tives cannot here take in the fullness of each of those ·discussions 
of the self;:.development of the Idea as related to·obj.,;ctivelsubje~-/
tive events. Instead we will limit the discussion. to oniy .touch~· ... 
ing upon the t"!O·:Philosophic moments of Marxist,-HWn'anism which. ~cist . 
characterize this decade of Perspectives: 1) the dr'ive to. eoncr~.,; 
tize, "realize", the 1-larxist-Humanist philosophic category of-Abso
lute Idea as:New Beginning after the publication of Philo~;~ophy and 
Revolution: •and 2) the process by .. which a ·new~:category of. pqst.o. 
Marx Marxists was created as Marx's new moments as.a trail .. to the 
198Qs were worked out in writing RLWLKM. ' 

1) The first discussion, on Absolute. Idea as New Beginning,· 
that· tvill be on t•11o philosophic moments that Raya took up 'in the 
mid-,1970s under the, impact of .. orld events, and what hcod been worked 
out philosophically in Philosophy and Revolution: 

Facts emerging out of qround: This is discussed in the 1975 
Perspective.s:·T\lesis. Its Part .II, "Dialectics of. Organization and 
Dialectics of·L.iberation" singles out Heg~l's categories of Fact, 
Ground, Condition. It begins by arguing that facts piled upon facts 
cannot give u.s a "direction of the absolute opposite of these coun
ter-revolutions. we have been tracing." Instead of. consi<£ering facts 
empirically, we need to consider them as Hegel described them: 
facts emerging, out of ground. The Perspectives asks us to see the 
relationship. between "what appears and is its opposite, mediation, 
development;·· relationship to all other facts -- a t9tality of con
ditions that bas brought about the facts we see." 

The particular traced in this specific Perspectives is Portugal 
in the midst of revolution. If you took the ~ of that revolu
tion and allowed the ground .to be that of the neo-f~scist General 
Spinola, then you would not have caught the moment of the revo.lution, 
the fact that what began as reform in 1974, became quite different 
by 1975: "Hegel said the transformction of Ground externalizes it-. 
self, that is, appears. The release of social forces -~ masses in 
motion -- emarged, <tare born ane•:t. clearly the new immediate was 
the result of <> mediation process." 

That. revolutionary Ground in turn becomes Condition: :"The 
transformation of Ground into condition, that is to say, its becom
ing history, is precisely what has caused both the immediate and 
the mediation to unite in a new way, so that instead of looking at 
one· single fact in isolation, you were seeking facts coalescing and 
moving on; 'that is to say, the Subject who is seeking these facts 
moving on to change what is. In Portugal 1975, the Armed Forces 
Movement shows itself, but so do political parties and women's 
Liberationista, and there is a lot of dialogue -- self-development. 
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Now jump from a fact to the whole world. It cannot be a view 
of the worl~ as a mere compilction of·facts whose totality is sup
posedly the· objective ·'world: "It, too is one-sided unless we see 
that objective world with its ingrained sUbjectivity, we will not 
see bOth what is meant about totality and how, at this' critical 
juricture,·couriter-revolution is not only an outside·enemy, but comes 
from· wit:ttln•" · 

A New 'Stage and a New Beginning: The 1977 Perspectives begins 
with an Introducticin'entitled "Facing Reality on the Question ·of 
the Difference Between Totally New Beginnings, and a New·· stage;" 
"The whole point is that not ali great events which mark new stages 
of revolt are also epochal new beginnings, initiating a historic 
new in th6~ght as well as in fact, and cannot be driven out of 
history· even when defeated." East Germany is raised as such a new 
beginning while· Paris~ Mey,· 1968, "did not initiate a new epoch in 
thought. Rather, it ended the epoch of the 1960s." Here was the 
dividing line in saying '69 was not '68 and why it was so: "To 
draw a balance· sheet between what were truly new, epochal begin
nings, and what were only new stages of revolt" meant thinking abOut 
what were near revolutions without philosophy whose remaining mark 
becomes not new points of departure upon which to build, but a com-· 
pulsion for ·returning again to find new points of departure in 
thought which ha? not been developed in these revolts. 

If the 1960s as a whole meant not a new beginning, but only a 
new stage, then our return to Hegelian dialectics at that moment, 
to reinvestigate Hegel's Absolutes, '"as our decision to complete in 
thought what those 1960s did not do in activity -- create a new 
beginning -- Absolute Ide~ as New Beginning as characteristic of 
the Age. 

2) The second discussion I want to have here is on the cate
gory of post-Marx Marxists. That category could only be created 
when we had the totality of Marx and thus had realized what a 
chaSlll 'there was between Marx lind all others beginning with Engels. 
The new moments Raya works out in Marx here become key. Let's 
trace h~~ she takes up Marx's new moments in the·Perspectives: 

In the 1981 Full Perspectives, Raya singles out the new mo
ments in Marx directly in relation to additions he made to the French 
edition of Capital. First ~~ere the additions Marx worked out on the 
concentration and centr~li7.ation of capital. Second, were the addi
tions on the fetishism of commodities after the Paris commune posed 
the altemative of freely associated labor. Third, ·Marx's writings 
on primitive accumulation not being only at the dawn of civiliza
tion but characterizing its latest stage of industrialization as 
well, so that one cl'ri clearly sea as one continuous development, 
imPerialism and industrialization at home, or intemal trade and 
foreign: 1trade. 
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:·.In the: 1982: Dra£t Perspectives the section entitled "New .. M9.,. 
mente in Marx and Today's New Chal.tenges" brings forth new moments 
in a different manner as new paths for development. Here the Per
spectives l?Oints out "1) New revolutionary forces, no longer limit
ed to the proletariat in advanced l.ands but l?resent also; .in the ... 
underdeveloped countries. 2) New cultures which, even when 'primi-· 
tive'•; actual·ly disclosed· more human relationships_, as-witnes,'!';the 
:rroq~rot women·. 3·) The multi.-dimensionatity of civi-li.:ation, ·in . •· 
which· the west was by·no ineans seen as • civilized.'. and the Or.ient 
as 'liac'kwa·:i:d' ;·>'-There is· no Chinese wall between civithatlons. , 
Dialectical development allows for no such unbridgeable stagifying." 

• ~e i?e·rspectiires then· asl<:s, were-·:;;tny post-Marx• Marxi!lts ground
ed in such' ;;t niagni:ficent• vision o'f humanity'·S. "absol_ute ,moveinent Of 
becomlllg"?··: J>rid' tracE!s ·the negatives of .that answer •. save. for ·Lenin 

· on .Hegelian giale<:;.tic!l·; '· but not on the• party. . we as. Marxist-Human
ists ·thell are able ·to sho•• both this view of Marx and the. need ·to 
brcal<: with ·•a'l:l the· post-Marx··Marxists who congealed Marxism to 
thelr dogmatism and failed ~to work .out the new moments as a .con
tinuing ·development.'' .. 

:rri the 1983 Draft Perspectives section entitled "Marx's.Final 
Writings Let us Hear Marx Think; ng" Raya takes two l<.inds of looks 
at Marx's Last Decade. First •is of his .study of pre_-ca,:~ital.is.t .. 
human cultUres· especially in his Ethnol.osi.cal. Notebool<:s, his ·un
mailed answer to Mihailovsl<:y, his new preface to the Russian edi
tion of the communist l~anifesto. All show "Marx's dialectical 
methodolcigy'as the dialectics of 'revolution in l?ermanence' which 
led him to experience new·moments • of human development." .. 

Second, Raya lciol<:s at Marx's·l875 critinue of the Gotha Pro
gramme on the relationship of philosophy to revolution and to or.,. 
ganization which the ·German Social Democracy paid no atten~ion to., 
and even Lenin did not allow that Critique to influence his con
cept o£ the party to tea~. ~e 1983 full Perspectives is a review 
of the several ways of lool<:ing at Marx's .new moments. 

The different illuminations one can get from the .new moments 
of Marx's last decade ·is ,:~recisely what fully developed the cate
gory of po$t-Marx Marxists. The Persl?Sctives Thesis of the 1980s 
developed··many of these points both on the road to RLWLKM and as 
extensions,of it. 

Whether as sources Qf political i>nalysis or as ground for 
worl<:ing out Marxist-Humanist philosophy in an ongoing manner, we 
need to•asl<: whether our Perspectives Thesis-have remained. undigest
ed vantage points for our thinking.. 'iouldn' t grasping their methodo
logy have hetned us to have· a different series of classes this past 
year? won't a journey through Pe1:spectives Theses as objective., a!l 
subjective, as !olarxist-Humanist methodology, help us work out t!'e 
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orqanizational-philosophic-journaHstic conclusions for the period 
ahead? 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The kind of Marxist-Humanist projection that we want to attain 
in the year to come is unlike any other we have undertaken in our 
30 years of existence as an independent tendency. Toward tha~ end 
I. want to make a few suggestions of how we can work with the. paper 
in the year ahead: 

· 1) I 'know we have had a long history of opposition to focoism, 
and certainly against any kind'of circle spirit. ·But I want to 
risk using foco and circle in a very different way. cannot each 
one of us consider ourselves to be a focal point for Marxist-Human
ist journalism and think about how we individually could develop a 
circle of contacts, friends of Marxist-Humanist journalism, who we 
would have as readers and subscribers, some as financial supporters, 
as writers of Readers' views, and perhaps articles·. I am stressing 
he-ce not the orga11hation as a whol.e, I take for granted we are al
ways striving to do that. Here I am speaking about individual 
Marxist~Humanists developing such relationships so that each time 
a paper comes off the press we as individua1.s have in our minds a 
group of friends who we want to share an issue with, and begin 
eliciting from them for future issues. 

2) Connected with this kind of work with the paper would be 
a motion I wish· to put before the Plenum of individual responsibil
ity for working with a number of copies of ~ each time it comes 
off the press. I know radical groups had had a long history of 
mechanica1.ly assigning members so many copies of their paper to 
work with, and I don't mean that ••e should adopt this in a mechani
cal way. But I would like to propose that each Marxist-Humanist 
take responsibility individually for say 15 to 25 copies of~ 
each month to sett to friends, to place in a bookstore, to take 
to a political meeting on Central America or Women • s Liberation, 
to find a neighborhood shaping area or a mass transit stop or a 
college campus to stand at the entrance of, or a picket line dis
covered on the way to work. Can we not, much more creatively than 
my mere listing of possibilities, individually find a place to spend 
an hour once a weel< and try and meet people with !§!!! in hand? How 
else witt we be able to develop that circle of readers, subscribers, 
writers and financial supporters for l'arxist-Humanism? It is not 
the total number of copies that one takes that is the l<ey, it is 
rather to see that we don't take for granted that the paper comes 
out, then the next issue comes out and so on. Let's see if this 
doesn't at the same time bring a new l'lllality to the activities 
section of our meetings, and in the end bring forward a new circle 
of fiiends at our meetings. 

I 
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3) As part of such a reorganization of our work with the naper, 
I take for granted th~t in e2ch local we will be having continuing 
discussions on where they want to be working with the paper as a 
local. 

4) For the local at the center, chicago, I would like to sug
gest a way that Marxist-Humanists could get a feeling of how this 
p~per is created which wouln lead to new wavs of individuals work
ing with the naper. ~hen members from outside the center come 
here for a short period of time, we have often invited them to work 
on the Philosophical-Technical committee for an issue of the paper. 
In the next year I would like to invite one or two members of the 
Chicago local each month to work in the PTC to help us put out an 
issue of the paper. Perhaps the way to volunteer is to decide, 
after seeing what will be the lead, or Theory/Practice column in 
a particular issue, plus the REB iliscussion, and the unfoJding 
objective events, how you as a member would want to relate your
self to see how all of that became reflected in a particular issue. 

* * * 

Finally l.et's end "on the road", yes to a bi-weekly, but real
ly on the road to th~ soci?.l uprooting and new beqinningr that re
main the human endeavor. It is only when the view of totality and 
the concrete tasks of the moment become a fused ongoing quest, that 
the road becomes an open one. Everywhere paths for freedom are be
fore us. South Africa as in Eastern Europe. Latin America as in 
Asia. The United States ia no exception. And yes, here in this 
room among these few, precious, Marxist-Humanists. 

It is for that reason that I want to close as I opened, in
viting all of us to go traveling into the ideas of revolutionary 
journalism. ~e need a most serious dialogue in these few hours 
of our Plenum and continuing for the year to come. Let's not treat 
the bi-weekly as a fait accompli. Believe me it isn't. It will be 
created by all of us in the period ahead. It isn't a cruestion of 
a few at the center, or on the Philosophical-Technical committee, 
but all of us together. If we are saying that philosophy itself 
in our epoch is nart of a new objectivity, if self-determination 
encompasses the self-determination of the Idea, if we are saying 
that Absolute Idea as New Beginning for our age means Marxist
Humanism, then tet us together test this out as Ne•4s and Letters 
committees, as its practitioners in our ohilosophic-organizational.
journalistic life. our revolutionary subjectivity can indeed be 
a determination of a new revolutionary objectivity. 
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